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Toolkit – Activities to develop/promote attractively for STEM 

Name of the Good 

Practice OR Activity 
Hot Air Balloon 

Summary 
In this activity students talk about/ discuss properties of materials, air, wind direction or heat. During 

it they produce a hot air balloon. 

Objective 

The main purpose of the action is to understand that hot air rises to the top because it is lighter than 

cold air. 
- Learn about the forces that impact flight. 
- Learn about engineering design, testing, and troubleshooting.   
- Learn how engineering can help solve society's challenges. 
- Learn about teamwork and problem solving.  

 

Target Group 
10-12 yrs. 

Development / 

Implementation 

description 

Students work in groups of 3 – 4. Every group gets 6 pieces 130x50 cm of film and the plan. Students 

cut film as shown in plan and make 6 precisely cut out plastic shapes. They tape one to another, as 

shown in the plan. Once the air balloon has been made, students tie it up on long strips so that it does 

not fly. The launch of the balloon to the sky would be very interesting to children, but before the work 

begins, the teacher also explains the importance of ecology. 

Students need to fill the balloon with hot air and watch how it rises.  

Duration 
1,5 h. 

Needed Materials for 

implementation 
film as thin as possible.  (We used 0.007mm thickness,) 4x5m, duct tape, scissors, metric ruler, marker, 

weights, hair dryer, electric access, extension cord. 

Context of 

implementation 

This activity is suitable for learning units of measurement, it shows how the measurements are used in 

constructing. It promotes a hands-on learning. Students learn about the properties of materials: hot air 

is lighter than cold air. Collaboration and teamwork is required. 

 

Expected Results & 

Tips 

At the end of activity students have a hot air balloon which flies.   

Before you begin, pay attention to the fact that the children will have to agree. If you work in larger 

groups than 3-4, you will have to look for a consensus longer.  

Before you start, meet the requirements that must be followed in relation to electrical safety. 

When working, do not step on the film because it is easily torn. 

It should be noted that this film is of different thickness - you need to choose the thinnest. We found 

0.007mm thick - it's perfect for a balloon, because it is thin and light and with hot air rising easily. 

The shapes need to be exactly as shown in the drawing. 
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Innovation and 

Success factors 

One criterion must be fulfilled - the balloon must rise. 
 

☒     Promotes critical thinking and 21st century skills and learning skills 

☒     Promotes hands-on, experimental and problem-based learning 

☒     Promotes collaborative team working and cross-curricular use of science knowledge and skills 

☒     Based on student-centered approaches  

☒     Based on motivating pedagogies such as inquiry-based learning 

☒     Focus on social learning approaches 

☒     Acts as didactic tool 

☒     Favours interdisciplinarity between STEM subjects 

☐     Requires active and creative participation of teachers, students and parents in a cooperative way 
 

Risks / challenges 

 
 
When gluing parts, be careful because it is possible to glue it only once. If you try to tear the tape off, 
a hole will appear on the film. 
 

Assessment  

Transferability 

This activity can be easy replicated in different contexts and adapted to it. 

Other thing it could be done: Program the micro bit so that it shows the temperature. Before lifting the 

balloon into the air, attach the micro bit to the balloon with the thread. The raised baloon and micro 

bit will allow to measure the air temperature. If the balloon will be raised in different height, so it will 

help computer to display different temperatures. You can change the launch location and monitor 

temperature changes. 

Links / Resources 

1. 2.  3.  

Key words  Measuring, balloon, hot air, engineering. 

 


